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by Thomas H. Klier, senior economist, and James M. Rubenstein, professor, Miami University
Electronics make up nearly 40% of the content of today’s average new automobile, 
and their share will continue to grow. On June 2, 2011, as part of the eighteenth  
annual Automotive Outlook Symposium (AOS), the Chicago Fed hosted a panel of  
experts at its Detroit Branch to examine the current and future roles of electronics  
in motor vehicles.
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1. Performance-related automotive applications of electronics
Category  Examples
Passive safety restraints  Multiple airbags
  Tensioning seat belts   
    Sensors (e.g., measuring tire pressure)
Active safety systems  Electronic stability control
  Adaptive cruise control
  Blind spot detection
  Lane departure detection
Drivetrain controls  Multiple sensors linking engine  
    and transmission
  Electrically activated turbocharging
Fuel efficiency  Electronic steering
  Rapid start/stop systems
Source: Michael Smitka, 2011, “Vehicular electronics: Supplier issues,” presentation at 
Automotive Outlook Symposium, Detroit, MI, June 2, available at www.chicagofed.org/
digital_assets/others/events/2011/automotive_outlook_symposium/smitka_0602211.pdf.Charles­L.­Evans, President  ; Daniel­G.­Sullivan,­
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Vehicle performance and connectivity are the two primary 











































































































































2008,­Who Really Made Your Car? Restructuring 
and Geographic Change in the Auto Industry,­
Kalamazoo,­MI:­W.­E.­Upjohn­Institute­for­
Employment­Research.­
3­The­system’s­full­name­is­SYNC­powered­by­
Microsoft.­Sync­is­part­of­Ford’s­electronic­
interface­called­MyFord­Touch.
4­In­the­United­States,­airbags­did­not­become­
mandatory­until­the­late­1990s.­
5­See­www.distraction.gov.
6­See­also­John­Markoff,­2011,­“Google­
lobbies­Nevada­to­allow­self-driving­cars,”­
New York Times,­May­10,­available­at­
www.nytimes.com/2011/05/11/science/­
11drive.html.